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The Energy Exchange Ltd is delighted to host the 2002, CIS Oil
and Gas Summit that will look at all aspects of the oil and gas
industry in Russia, The Caspian & Central Asia.
Whilst recent years have seen a steady growth in stability in the
region, the energy sector still faces many challenges for even
the most experienced investor.
KEY PRESENTATIONS WILL INCLUDE:
YUKOS ROSNEFT SIBNEFT LUKOIL TRANSNEFT SOCAR
KAZAKHOIL KAZTRANSOIL BP STATOIL BG
CHEVRONTEXACO AIOC (BTC) CPC BURREN
RENAISSANCE CAPITAL AF PWC UFG SCHLUMBERGER
TOGETHER WITH MINISTRIES OF ENERGY & FINANCE
FROM RUSSIA, AZERBAIJAN, KAZAKHSTAN, GEORGIA &
TURMENISTAN
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IEA says Russia must implement legal, fiscal reforms
to secure oil investments
OPEC secretary-general says he thinks Russia will
extend oil export cuts
LUKoil-Komi says Duma members are lobbying for
Severnaya Neft’s interests
Itera stops gas supplies to Tbilgaz
Nazarbayev says he backs plan to bolster regional
gas-sector cooperation
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LUKoil seen joining BTC sponsor group by the end of
April
Niyazov and Karzai talk about TurkmenistanAfghanistan-Pakistan gas pipeline
Russian reclassification of CPC pipeline raises
eyebrows in Astana

Transmeridian says South Alibek license area has
been expanded

For full conference details please visit our website on
Www.theenergyexchange.co.uk
or contact us on
+44 1242 529090
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Commentary
Foreign companies and
Russian oil: Watching
from the sidelines
By Mayra Rodríguez Valladares
Improved relations between
Russia and the West, especially
the United States, has oil
companies thinking again about
whether to invest in Russia or in
the case of companies already in
Russia, whether they should
increase their exposure.
As of yet, however, new allocations
have not been announced. Productionsharing agreement (PSA) legislation,
which is still mired in bureaucracy, and
certain companies’ disregard for
shareholders rights will keep investors
watching carefully on the sidelines.
Major oil companies have been involved
in Russia, particularly since the collapse
of the Soviet Union in 1991. Significant
developments in the Russian oil sector
took place in 1992. As Alexander
Stepanko, a senior oil analyst at Rye,
Man, Gor Securities (RMG), noted: “In
1992, the Russian Federation transferred
almost all the licenses for production at
existing oil fields among existing stateowned oil companies. Afterward, in
1994, during voucher privatization and
the notorious loan-for-share auctions,
mostly Russian management of existing
oil companies or newly born financial
groups acquired the equity stakes in
these cash-flow generating companies.
Foreigners were kept away from those
auctions, and also, they were not willing
to take part on a significant scale in
foreign direct investment at that time.”

Companies with major
investments in Russia
Company

Russian
partner or
project

ØBP
ØChevronTexaco

Sidanko
Sakhalin-III and
Kharyaga PSA

ØENI

Gazprom, Blue
Stream
Sakhalin-I and
Sakhalin-III

ØExxon
ØMarathon
ØNorsk Hydro
ØRuhrgas

ØShell

Yukos
Kharyaga PSA
Gazprom (owns
stake in
company)
Gazprom ,
Sakhalin-I

(Source: UFG)

While international oil companies
continue to investigate opportunities in
Russia, new investments have not been
forthcoming. Stephen O’Sullivan, head
of research at United Financial Group
(UFG), said he is “not aware of new
allocations being announced for
Russia/CIS as such.” He thinks,
however, that “the general tone of
management thinking has improved over
time, principally because of [President
Vladimir] Putin's initiatives. That's not
to say that everyone is about to pour
money in here. “ Unfortunately,
disregard for shareholders’ rights is still
a matter of concern for some, and PSA
legislation remains mired in
bureaucracy. “Most companies take that
as a litmus test,” O’ Sullivan remarked.
In other words, ongoing legal issues
such as PSAs remain on management’s
collective mind. But there may be some
oil company managers who are willing
to take a chance. According to
O’Sullivan, “there are signs that
companies might be willing to consider
making investments on the basis of the
existing legal and fiscal framework,
which would be quite a departure from
the rhetoric up until now. I just sense
that there is some willingness to move
on the part of some of the companies
looking at opportunities in Russia.”

Part of the reason some companies
maybe willing to look at Russia again is
because of disappointment with
opportunities in the Caspian. O’Sullivan
explained: “The Caspian has sometimes
proved a disappointment, but I suspect
that may have been more the result of
overinflated expectations in the first
place.”
He added that he believed interest in the
area had been sparked by concern about
Russia. “[Although] Russia had reserves,
etc., it also had political instability, legal
uncertainty and a bad history. I think
that's changing now with Putin in charge
as people take Russia more seriously.
There are lots of obstacles to be
overcome, such as the absence of PSA
[legislation], the position of Transneft,
domestic crude prices (which have
slumped in the last few months) but I
sense that companies are more willing to
look at Russia as a normalizing country.
There are those who say that they
underestimated the time it would take
for Russia to make the transition and
that's a fair comment, but then we might
also say that we shouldn't expect Russia
to be forever in transition and to never
begin to normalize. Putin might be the
catalyst for the normalization process.”
Legal and economic reform will
continue to be a challenge for
international oil companies -- and also
for Russian oil companies. As
O’Sullivan explained: “Of course,
Russian oil companies are not going to
be too happy with well-capitalized
Western companies wandering around
looking for assets in Russia. There is
already considerable competition for
assets in Russia and elsewhere in the
CIS between the Russian companies.
That's one of the reasons why PSA
progress is slow. Western companies
might (and indeed do) get access to
offshore projects which are very
expensive and difficult to develop and
therefore of less interest to Russian
companies.”
* Mayra Rodríguez Valladares is President of
New York-based MRV Associates.
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